GOTTFRIED    KELLER	8l
a half century of Swiss history, culminating in the
great " Schiitzenfest" at Aarau in 1849, seems to
pass before us.    Here Keller is describing the Switzer-
land he knows; and one does not need to be told that
his "upright seven" had their prototypes in Zurich.
But with all its freshness the story bears the stamp of
the earlier period in Keller's work, when he was not
over scrupulous in his handling of artistic probability.
Much the finest story in this collection and one of
the  high  points   of Keller's   achievement   is   Der
'Landvogt von Greifensee.    The Switzerland he describes
here is that of the late eighteenth century;  but the
milieu matters as little in this story as the Seldwyla
background did in Borneo und Julia.    The Landvogt
von Greifensee was a well-known historical personage
whom Goethe had known., and whose life was written
in 1820 by David Hess—a book which appeared in a
convenient reprint some years  ago.1    He lived as
district judge at Greifensee near Zurich from 1789
till his death in 1818.    Keller has clothed in flesh the
character  Hess  describes,  utilizing ingeniously the
more striking incidents and details of the biography,
even,  indeed,   some that  are  almost  too  fantastic
to be credible in a mere story.    The Landvogt's
biographer tells us thatc< his house was managed by a
very  capable  and   faithful   housekeeper,   Marianna
Klaissner;   that he had never experienced a strong
passion, but at different periods had felt strongly
attached to two ladies, who were certainly worthy
of his esteem."    These are the only facts Keller found
on which to build up his story.    He makes the Land-
vogt give his housekeeper an account of his loves,
and then invite the five ladies who had refused him
to visit him, all on the same day.    This means a cycle
of little love stories hallowed by retrospect.    Needless
to say, the historical Landvogt is completely forgotten ;
Keller himself steps into his shoes, and describes his
1 Salomon ILandolt;  em Charakterbild nach dcm ILeben atisgemalt von David
Hess (ed. E. Korrodi), Zurich u. Leipzig, 1912,

